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Abstract

Individual difference is often observed in each catcher’s throwing types, which affects catcher’s performances, has seldom
been studied. The incomplete research is unable to provide a clearer picture of the role of lower extremity in catcher’s
performance and the risk of sports injury. So far, the impact of different throwing types on catcher’s performance is still
limited. Therefore, the 3-D motion analyses system would be utilized in this study to quantify the kinematic data of lower
extremity. The purposes of this study will be to investigate the joint kinematics data when catchers perform throwing with
different types. The stepping throwing tended to generate more baseball velocity than the pivot throwing (p<.05). In kinematics
of lower limbs, the result indicated significant influence of the width of squatting on the early phase of catcher’s throwing.
Similar kinematic pattern of lower limbs was found after the throwing proceded into acceleration phase when throwing was
performed with varying squatting widths and varying types.
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Abstract

Under the promotion of leisure exercise and Lohas life, bike riding is becoming more and more popular among Taiwanese
people. However, it is easy for the bike riders to suffer injuries from impact against bumpy roads. In view of this, the study
performed a shock test to examine the shock impact to a bike’s frame under different road conditions by investigating five
kinds of road surface with bikes equipped with adjustable shock absorber. The tri-axial accelerometer was used to measure the
longitudinal acceleration in fork, frame and handlebar of a mountain bike. The results showed that the shock impact was higher
in handlebar than in frame no matter the shock absorber had been turned on or not.
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